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The Book Whisperer
This ebook includes audio narration. This winning
heroine will inspire every child to cheer her on as she
ventures through a bitter cold snowstorm in William
Steig's classic Brave Irene Brave Irene is Irene Bobbin,
the dressmaker's daughter. Her mother, Mrs. Bobbin,
isn't feeling so well and can't possibly deliver the
beautiful ball gown she's made for the duchess to
wear that very evening. So plucky Irene volunteers to
get the gown to the palace on time, in spite of the
fierce snowstorm that's brewing-- quite an errand for
a little girl. But where there's a will, there's a way, as
Irene proves in the danger-fraught adventure that
follows. She must defy the wiles of the wicked wind,
her most formidable opponent, and overcome many
obstacles before she completes her mission. Brave
Irene is a 1986 New York Times Book Review Best
Illustrated Book of the Year. NARRATED by MERYL
STREEP.

Mississippi Trial, 1955
How many wild animals do you know of? Prepare to
experience an exponential growth of animal
knowledge through this cool activity book. Of course,
since it's an activity book, you can also expect to see
improvement in your thinking and strategic skills, as
well as your ability to see patterns and relationships.
Grab a copy of this book today!
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Connect to Text: Strategies for Close
Reading and Writing
After her family moves to California where her father
goes to work in the gold fields, Amanda decides to
make her own fortune baking pies and she
encourages others to provide the necessary
services--from a general store to a school--that
enables her town to prosper.After her family moves to
California where her father goes to work in the gold
fields, Amanda decides to make her own fortune
baking pies and she encourages others to provide the
necessary services--from a general store to a
school--that enables her townto prosper.

Interrupting Chicken
One dark, stormy, autumn night, a child hears the
animals on Klickitat Island crying because they have
no shelter, and the child's Beary proposes a daring
plan to help them.

Oh, Maccabees! a Hanukkah Coloring
Book
The Name Jar
Reading comprehension comes as a result of learning
reading skills and strategies. The activities in this
series can be used to supplement any core reading
program. They are flexible enough to provide
opportunities for differentiated instruction.
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Mathematics Readers
A stirring, dramatic story of a slave who mails himself
to freedom by a Jane Addams Peace Award-winning
author and a Coretta Scott King Award-winning
artist.Henry Brown doesn't know how old he is.
Nobody keeps records of slaves' birthdays. All the
time he dreams about freedom, but that dream
seems farther away than ever when he is torn from
his family and put to work in a warehouse. Henry
grows up and marries, but he is again devastated
when his family is sold at the slave market. Then one
day, as he lifts a crate at the warehouse, he knows
exactly what he must do: He will mail himself to the
North. After an arduous journey in the crate, Henry
finally has a birthday -- his first day of freedom.

Animals of the Wild
Hoping that the enemy pie which his father makes will
help him get rid of his enemy Jeremy Ross, a little boy
finds that instead it helps make a new friend. By the
illustrator of Odd Velvet. Jr Lib Guild.

Sylvester and the Magic Pebble
Why are birds in danger, and how can we help? A
perfect nonfiction book for budding birders and nature
lovers from the award-winning A Place for series by
celebrated science writer Melissa Stewart. A teacher
and classroom favorite! Outstanding Science Trade
Books for Students K-12 ―NSTA/CBC CCBC Choices
(The Natural World) Best Children’s Books of the Year
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―Bank Street College of Education Green Earth Book
Award (Honor Book, Picture Book) NSTA Recommends
North America has almost three billion fewer birds
now than it had fifty years ago. Can you believe it?
Birds are in danger, and they are calling for our help.
But humans are often the source of the harm! What
can we do to help save them? In simple yet
compelling language, Melissa Stewart showcases
twelve North American birds, from the familiar
eastern bluebird to the rare Kirtland’s warbler. Her
clear narrative shows the threats these birds face,
and informative sidebars describe a wide variety of
efforts to save them. In addition, remarkable full-color
illustrations vividly and accurately depict the birds
within the ecosystems that support their survival.
Range maps and additional bird facts are also
included. This nonfiction picture book is part of a prizewinning series designed to inform young readers
about a wide range of environmental issues and to
present ways people can help protect animals and
their natural habitats. An ideal choice for birders,
scientists, environmentalists, and nature lovers. Also
available: A Place for Bats A Place for Butterflies A
Place for Fish A Place for Frogs A Place for Turtles
Teacher’s Guide available.

Reading Comprehension Activities,
Grades 5-6
Tests require a special kind of savvy, a kind of critical
thinking and knowledge application that is not always
a part of classroom reading experiences. Who better
to teach you how to prepare your students for reading
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tests than someone who has written them? Charles
Fuhrken has spent years working with several major
testing companies and contributing to the reading
assessments of various testing programs. What he's
learned about testing can help teachers who are
interested in teaching effective reading strategies as
well as preparing students for reading tests. What
Every Middle School Teacher Needs to Know About
Reading Tests (From Someone Who Has Written
Them) offers extensive, practical strategies to help
students perform well on test day. This ready-to-use,
easy-to-understand resource provides a wealth of
information about reading tests, including high-quality
preparation materials, samples of the most frequently
assessed reading standards, and engaging corereading activities. Charles takes the mystery out of
reading tests; he explains how students can learn the
language of tests and apply their knowledge of
reading to standardized tests. In addition to providing
information about reading tests that will help students
feel prepared and confident on test day, What Every
Middle School Teacher Needs to Know About Reading
Tests provides a wealth of resources that can be
incorporated into a teacher's everyday reading work,
including vocabulary development, literary
techniques, interpretation, comprehension, and more.

Brave Irene
Donalyn Miller says she has yet to meet a child she
couldn't turn into a reader. No matter how far behind
Miller's students might be when they reach her 6th
grade classroom, they end up reading an average of
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40 to 50 books a year. Miller's unconventional
approach dispenses with drills and worksheets that
make reading a chore. Instead, she helps students
navigate the world of literature and gives them time
to read books they pick out themselves. Her love of
books and teaching is both infectious and inspiring.
The book includes a dynamite list of recommended
"kid lit" that helps parents and teachers find the
books that students really like to read.

Oliver Finds His Way
Oliver the bear becomes lost when he chases a leaf to
the edge of the woods, but then he comes up with an
idea to find his way back home.

Prudy's Problem and How She Solved it
Reading Comprehension 1-3 is a resource that
provides step-by-step instruction in reading
comprehension strategies through the use of graphic
organizers, modeled and guided practice, and
literature selections.

20 Literacy Strategies to Meet the
Common Core
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order
to encourage object constancy skills, which fules the
ability to determine pictures based on their features.
This means that regardless of how an artist interprets
an apple, your child will also recognize it as an apple.
So what are you waiting for? Play hidden pictures
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today!

Enemy Pie
Provides teachers with classroom-proven ways to
prepare students to be successful math learners by
teaching the vocabulary and comprehension skills
needed to understand mathematics.

Adventure on Klickitat Island
This is a combined literature and grammar unit that
contains everything you need to teach the novel and
more! Included in the unit are pre-reading, activereading and post-reading activities with grammar
lessons, literary activities, a final essay test with
grading rubric, and other activities just for fun!

What Every Middle School Teacher Needs
to Know about Reading Tests (from
Someone who Has Written Them)
A rainy day and a class full of restless students
present a challenge for Mrs. Fox. Her plan to keep the
children occupied turns into an indoor adventure that
has the whole school buzzing by the end of the day.
The students get the chance to show their creative
side, learn new things, and have big fun doing it. It's a
delightful tale that pet lovers of all ages will enjoy.

101 Activities for Teaching Creativity and
Problem Solving
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Pet Parade
A cherished classic is brought to life with the audio
stylings of renowned actor James Earl Jones. Sylvester
can’t believe his luck when he finds a magic pebble
that can make wishes come true. But when a lion
jumps out at him on his way home, Sylvester is
shocked into making a wish that has unexpected
consequences. After overcoming a series of obstacles,
Sylvester is eventually reunited with his loving family.
Illustrated with William Steig’s glowing pictures, this
winner of the Caldecott Medal is beloved by children
everywhere. This package includes a paperback book
along with a CD of this modern classic read by
legendary actor James Earl Jones.

Reading Comprehension Graphic
Organizers, Gr. 1-3, eBook
Give me a hand . . . hold your tongue . . . scream your
lungs out . . . what's a kid to do if he wants to keep all
his body parts in place? Well, one thing is for sure,
he'll have to be creative. Like, if you want to keep
your heart from breaking, just make sure it's well
padded and protected by tying a pillow around your
chest. Want to keep your hands attached? Simplestick them on with gloves and lots of glue. Just be
careful not to laugh your head off!

The Invisible Boy
A personalised storybook for girls called JOURNEY. The
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story is based on the letters of the child's own name.
All books are different from one another. The girl
wakes up but can't remember her name. Magic Mouse
knows how to solve the problem. They go on a
wonderful adventure in the Magic Bus! Translated and
adapted by the author from the top-selling Finnish
language children's namebook series "Tytt�/Poika,
joka unohti nimens�". The beautiful hand-drawn
pictures will delight both the young and the young-atheart! Looking for a namebook "What's my name?"
but couldn't find a book for the name you are looking
for? Please don't hesitate to contact me with your
name request! -Tiina Walsh Author
fb.me/whatsmynamestorybooks for more details
about the storybooks

Close Reading in Elementary School
Reading comprehension comes as a result of learning
reading skills and strategies. The activities in this
series can be used to supplement any core reading
program. They are flexible enough to provide
opportunities for differentiated instruction.

The ESL / ELL Teacher's Survival Guide
It’s time for the little red chicken’s bedtime
story—and a reminder from Papa to try not to
interrupt. But the chicken can’t help herself! Whether
the tale is Hansel and Gretel or Little Red Riding Hood
or even Chicken Little, she jumps into the story to
save its hapless characters from doing some
dangerous or silly thing. Now it’s the little red
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chicken’s turn to tell a story, but will her yawning
papa make it to the end without his own kind of
interrupting? Energetically illustrated with glowing
colors—and offering humorous story-within-a-story
views—this all-too-familiar tale is sure to amuse (and
hold the attention of ) spirited little chicks.

More Parts
40 engaging before, during, and after-reading
activities and reproducibles that help students get the
most from textbooks and other nonfiction.--[front
cover].

The College Writer: A Guide to Thinking,
Writing, and Researching
The new kid in school needs a new name! Or does
she? Being the new kid in school is hard enough, but
what about when nobody can pronounce your name?
Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious that
American kids will like her. So instead of introducing
herself on the first day of school, she tells the class
that she will choose a name by the following week.
Her new classmates are fascinated by this no-name
girl and decide to help out by filling a glass jar with
names for her to pick from. But while Unhei practices
being a Suzy, Laura, or Amanda, one of her
classmates comes to her neighborhood and discovers
her real name and its special meaning. On the day of
her name choosing, the name jar has mysteriously
disappeared. Encouraged by her new friends, Unhei
chooses her own Korean name and helps everyone
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pronounce it—Yoon-Hey.

Illustrative Units of Reading Activity for
All Grades Or Growth Stages with
Pertinent Problems and Reference
Readings
A much-needed resource for teaching English to all
learners The number of English language learners in
U.S. schools is projected to grow to twenty-five
percent by 2025. Most teachers have English learners
in their classrooms, from kindergarten through
college. The ESL/ELL Teacher?s Survival Guide offers
educators practical strategies for setting up an ESLfriendly classroom, motivating and interacting with
students, communicating with parents of English
learners, and navigating the challenges inherent in
teaching ESL students. Provides research-based
instructional techniques which have proven effective
with English learners at all proficiency levels Offers
thematic units complete with reproducible forms and
worksheets, sample lesson plans, and sample student
assignments The book?s ESL lessons connect to core
standards and technology applications This hands-on
resource will give all teachers at all levels the
information they need to be effective ESL instructors.

Scaffolding Reading Experiences
What's My Name? Journey
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Literacy Strategies for Improving
Mathematics Instruction
Employees who possess problem-solving skills are
highly valued intoday?s competitive business
environment. The question is how canemployees
learn to deal in innovative ways with new data,
methods,people, and technologies? In this
groundbreaking book, ArthurVanGundy -- a pioneer in
the field of idea generation and problemsolving -- has
compiled 101 group activities that combine to make
aunique resource for trainers, facilitators, and human
resourceprofessionals. The book is filled with ideageneration activitiesthat simultaneously teach the
underlying problem-solving andcreativity techniques
involved. Each of the book?s 101 engaging
andthought-provoking activities includes facilitator
notes and adviceon when and how to use the activity.
Using 101 Activities forTeaching Creativity and
Problem Solving will give you theinformation and tools
you need to: Generate creative ideas to solve
problems. Avoid patterned and negative thinking.
Engage in activities that are guaranteed to spark
ideas. Use proven techniques for brainstorming with
groups. Order your copy today.

Improving Reading Skills Across the
Content Areas
With the advent of the Common Core State Standards
and high expectations with regard to content literacy,
some secondary teachers are scrambling for what to
do and how to do it. This book provides an accessible
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plan for implementing content literacy and offers 20
research-based literacy strategies designed to help
students meet those standards and become expert
readers.

Reading Comprehension Activities
Contains 40 ready-to-use plans promote cooperation
and shared problem-solving. Each lesson focuses on a
children's literature character that is faced with a
problem-solving situation. Through discussion
questions and other activities, students will learn
problem-solving strategies that can be applied to any
situation.

The Other Side
Based on IRA and NCTE standards, these classroomtested reading activities will benefit all students in
Grades 6-12, including gifted, special education, and
ELL students.

Bringing Down the Moon
Combining streamlined instruction in the writing
process with outstanding accessibility, THE COLLEGE
WRITER is a fully updated four-in-one book-with a
rhetoric, a reader, a research guide, and a handbookfor users at any skill level. Throughout the book,
numerous student and professional writing samples
highlight important features of academic writing-from
voice to documentation-and offer models for users'
own papers. The fifth edition features a greater focus
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on writing across the curriculum, further supported
within the research chapters by additional coverage
of report writing, primary research, and avoiding
plagiarism. Each student text is packaged with a free
Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA
HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Comprehension Activities for Reading in
Social Studies and Science
Stimulate your child's creativity by working on this
coloring book! Coloring gives him/her the chance to
bring out his/her creative side because it is an open
form of expression. A child would create an imaginary
world and then use that to create art on paper. Don't
fret too much if your child colors outside the lines.
He/she will only improve with more practice and
coloring pages!

Boom Town
A glorious board book edition of the award-winning
The Koala Who Could. A feel-good rhyming story with
a positive message about overcoming worries, and
dealing with change. Meet Kevin, a koala who likes to
keep things the same. Exactly the same. But
sometimes change comes along whether we like it or
not . . . and if you let it, change can be the making of
you. Kevin the Koala discovers this and more in this
delightful picture book from the bestselling creators of
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The Lion Inside. WINNER of the Evening Standard
Oscar's Book Prize 2017 and the Sainsbury's Book
Award 2017! 'Fabulous rhymes, I'm in love with Kevin
and would like to buy this for all my friends' children.'
Claudia Winkleman 'A feel-good rhyming tale . . .
Field's Australian animals are a treat' - Bookseller

A Place for Birds
Brian has always felt invisible at school, but when a
new student, Justin, arrives, everything changes.

Looking for the Perfect Pet
The Common Core State Standards encourage
teachers to use close reading as a means to help
students access complex text. Many literacy experts
believe close reading has the power to create strong,
independent readers. But what does that really mean,
and how does it work in the classroom?This book is
your must-have guide to getting started! It provides
step-by-step strategies and scaffolds for teaching
close reading and improving students’ comprehension
of complex texts. You will learn how to teach close
reading based on text type, how to transition students
through increasingly challenging texts, and how to
use close reading as a springboard for close writes
and close talks. Special Features: • An easy-to-use
framework for creating a close reading lesson • Close
reading strategies for a variety of literary and
informational subgenres • Ideas for teaching close
reading to meet specific comprehension objectives
based on the Common Core, including analyzing text
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structure and evaluating argument • Suggestions for
helping students read with increased levels of rigor •
A clear explanation of what text complexity really
means and how it varies by student • Scaffolds to
help students at all ability levels do a close reading •
Guidelines and procedures for close talks—purposeful,
focused discussions about text • Procedures for close
writes that vary based on genre and student ability
level In addition, each chapter includes study guide
questions to help you apply the ideas in the book to
your own classroom. With this practical book, you will
have all the tools you need to make close reading a
reality!

The Koala Who Could
Prudy collects so many things that everyone says she
has a problem, but when a crisis convinces her that
they are right, she comes up with the perfect solution.

Henry's Freedom Box
Teaching Problem Solving Through
Children's Literature
Dive into the use of close reading in classroom
instruction with this practical, standards-based
resource. Featuring easy-to-use lessons that focus on
informational/explanatory text samples,
argumentative text samples, or narrative text
samples, each lesson is tailored toward specific grade
spans and includes step-by-step instructions on how
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to work with and improve students' close reading
skills. By implementing the techniques and strategies
outlined in this book, students will become more
prepared for college and career readiness, become
strong global thinkers, and will be able to meet the
standards and expectations of 21st century learners.
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